Chrysler crossfire forum

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Share your
vehicle reviews. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in Chrysler.
Here's your place to talk about the upcoming Mercedes-Chrysler collaboration, the Crossfire.
Read all about it here! August It's the Chrysler convertible that was shown at the Detroit Auto
Show. It was thought to be on it's way to production for a while. Then in it was thought to have
been killed during the restructuring plan. However, carandtrucknews. However, the Crossfire is
also coming, next year. Also, let this thread be the host for anyone who just wants to comment
on the Crossfire, seeing as how an earlier one was deleted. They are 2 very different cars, IMO.
The Crossfire is smaller, V6, fixed roof, probably sportier handling. The Hemi convertible is
more of a big, relaxed cruiser, V8, convertible - a luxury car. I think there is room for both of
them. Want to see a Crossfire? Chrysler can put these guys on the road whenever they change
their markings and lower their standards to remake an outstanding car. Go see the hardtop
convertable.. The Crossfire won't cost as much as an SLK. October I was amazed that Edmunds
didn't think the Crossfire will be produced. I just received my brochure on the Crossfire from
Chrysler yesterday. I am told it will be about the size of the Audi TT only wider with hp. Why
only ? That is much less than other vehicles in its category. I hope before the mid showroom
intro they will up the H. It needs to be able to run with the Z-4, S, Z etc. Saw Crossfire at auto
show in anaheim. On rotating pedestal. Disappointed with retro interior and no DVD navigation.
Otherwise I would go for it. One less buyer. January What is Chrysler thinking? Is that a joke?
Car looks like it should be hp. My Buick Regal GS is hp. I can't wait to smoke it Even the M has
more power What is going on? Are they expecting a lighter car to make up for the lack of
engine? Are we going to get a cheap American looking interior? It is a shame for such nice lines
on the outside to cheap us on the inside. At least the corvette has power I don't get it. Whats the
deal Chrysler??? I do not know about the power, but in the pictures at Chrysler. In fact, it is at a
much higher level than the Corvette, a car I like very much. Very true. And if the Vette team
sticks the looks on the new Vette, the Crossfire will be hard to pick at the suggested price. It is a
very good looking car though. Plus, per autoweek. I wonder if they're focusing the appeal on
women, though. The only commercial I've seen for it so far is the one with the lovely, ish woman
driving and singing, so maybe it's a different target market? Could well be. I hope my wife does
not pick up on that though. I want a Crossfire for me! February I saw it last night in Providence
This one was the concept with the vertical headlights, but they had a video of a production
model. The immediate impact is 'stunning. It lasted, in each case, through about 5 or 6 viewings,
then the surprise and the charm wore off. Are there Crossfire prototypes out there making the
PR mall tour? If so, does anyone have the schedules? The Z4 has just 10 more hp and breaks in
less than 6 seconds. I'm just wondering if my golf clubs will cram into the back. This car is not a
Chevy, Honda, nor any of the cars that have massive HP along with a massive sticker. It's style,
class, and elegance. I am sure with modifications you could build up to hp but why? I think
most have forgotten the domestic market and this is Chryslers' way of saying hello again
America. And just in case you have forgot purchasing American is the true American way. But it
looks like a bat outa heck In this "free market" system, value wins the market. When the 'big 3'
offer value, they win market share. If the Crossfire needs a bigger engine, even as an option,
they'd best offer it for people who 'value'it, assuming there are enough of us, that is. As it is, if
the performance isn't there, there are some of us who will continue to be willing to pay a
premium for German, Japanese, or anyone else who can come up with a car that goes like it
looks. The Crossfire is quite German. It is built by karman in Germany on a Mercedes platform.
Yes it is German and yes it would be nice to have the HP that it's competitors produce but riddle
me this. Would you consider buying the C class Mercedes? It's nothing but an affordable Benz
for the poor. When Hyundai made it's debut in the US it was trash but look at what they have
done now. Did the Vette start with HP? It improved changed morphed if you will into what it is
today. The most important thing to remember no matter the manufacturer noone is really willing
to build an automobile with all of the capabilities it will ever have the first time out. This is just a
taste of the direction Chrysler wants to head. If buyer's buy it and demand more i am sure
Chrysler will give them more. But the man was arguing for a Chrysler American, he called it
purchase. Thanks for keeping it in perspective. The funny thing is nowadays American isn't
even American. What difference does it make? I will still order one and am sure quality and will
be the best. Just unfortunate that numbers will be limited. Now you have me hoping there will
be an AMG version. And why not? The Crossfire is a Benz with Chrysler styling. What better
Chrysler to be the first to get the AMG treatment? How about a RenneTech version. I do believe
Chrysler even though it's German has taken a step in the right direction and before you know it
you will be going to a Chrysler Jeep Dodge Benz all in on the same lot. The stacked headlights
would have been a bold step out of the general bunch see Cadillac , the split front window was

just ultra cool, and the bigger more Chrysler-like grille exuded much more power than these
standard air intakes, which you will ruin at the next steep parking garage exit. Concept v.
Welcome back to earth! It's more than expected that Chrysler will launch the Crossfire with the
base hp engine and then bump it up in the following years. Practically every car from a Neon to
a has gone through this power improvement process. I don't understand the reason for waiting.
It sounds like procrastination and just when you think they can't take it any further they will
then when will you buy. I am all for purchase now and buy again later. If you think about it if you
bought the 01 PT then you would be in line for the 04 convert. Funny how brand loyalty has
gone down the tubes. It also is what drives trade in values down. Actually, this is a good,
practical thing to do with most any car, even the Japanese. Brand loyalty? Are you a dealer?
You sound like a dealer? Dealers say things like that, along with "How do you expect me to feed
my kids with this deal? Question to you all? If Chrysler is such a bad product it certainly creates
alot of discussion. Why the heebie jeebies of a good product? And Chryslers always have a
high level of interest. Among the Big 3 they are the only auto company that is willing to take
risks. They've just never been able to engineer the parts and assemble them with reliability and
still make a profit. Second year products tend to have some of the glitches ironed out. What is
different here is that the Crossfire is built off an existing Mercedes platform by Karman in
Germany. It is kind of hard to judge the Crossfire with Chrysler perceptions when in reality it will
be more Mercedes than Chrysler. Riddle me this then. Where does Infiniti come from? Where
does Lexus come from? Where does Acura come from? Yes tis true a Mercedes with Chrysler
badging but how many other Automakers have made not of there own and worked well?
Chrysler says elegant, sophisticated, eccentric. Put it together with German engineering and
you have an awesome combo of German engineering with American inginuity. And for those
who doubt first time out Auto's. What about the Jeep Liberty. You are trying so hard to be
creative I really do not know what point you are trying to make. However, you cannot say that
Chrysler is not of Daimler the parent of Mercedes. Daimler and Chrysler merged years ago. But
to save money making it, Daimler used mainly existing Mercedes platform components.
Superficially, it looks unlike any MB. But underneath what you see, it will pretty much be an MB,
for better or worse. There really is no riddle about it. Okay let's keep it simple It's a good looking
design and it's new. The Crossfire is a thing of beauty, with a nice exterior and interior design.
With that said: hp, for 18" front wheels and 19" rear wheels is a pretty inadequate. If this car can
break , in under 8 seconds, I would be impressed. That is a great deal of inertia to overcome
with wheels that big. A V6 Camry right now will be able to give it a run for its money! They are
planning to upgrade the power of the V6 Camry next year anyway. To be sure if I understand
you correctly, your position is that even for a limited run car, the only thing the market wants is
to be able to win the stop light to stop light straight line drag race? And interior appointments,
ride, handling, and appearance count for nothing? That isn't at all what kevin said -- he's been
making the point that many of the posters have: that a car that looks fast and costs fast ought
to be fast. To answer your question: of course everything on the car counts for something and
is important. The new Z, for example, is short on interior appointments and materials, according
to many reviewers. But because it goes great and has admirable style even a little edgy , almost
all is forgiven. I wonder if the reviews would say the same thing if the Z lost in performance at
stoplights or on mountain roads to as kevin says a Camry And just so this doesn't come off as
an attack on an interesting, if unproven, new car: there will be some -- maybe many -- buyers
who won't care about the car's power or its performance and will buy it strictly on looks. And if
that's all it has the Crossfire will be known forever as a 'chick' car, and that's alright, too, but
don't expect to get a lot of applause for the car from the mostly male audience at Edmunds if it
won't do sub-6 or. So the bright guys at Edmunds prefer either a bunch of Z clones or a coupe
with great looks and appointments that is unfortunately too expensive for any of them to buy.
Explains a lot I guess. But it sure as heck does not caste my logic into any sort of suspicion. To
say that it won't be able to do in less than 8 seconds is silly. Going from 17" wheels to 18" and
19" wheels will sap a couple of horsepower at most. It's not going to add 2 seconds to
acceleration times. A Z3 at lbs with a paltry hp makes the sprint to 60 in 6. It'll be quick and will
get quicker incrementally to keep you all interested for years. That is the whole idea coming
from Chrysler. Up until recently hardly anybody had any buzz talk about Chrysler and now we
all are salivating wondering and waiting to see whats going to happen next. If so, given the
engine, perhaps there was some other gearing compromise. I sent an email to Chrysler asking
them if they were marketing the Crossfire towards women. Their response is below. Thank you
for your email regarding Chrysler's association with Celine Dion. Chrysler has teamed up with
Celine Dion because we feel she portrays a wholesome attitude and image and embodies the
family values that Chrysler tries to promote. Through her collaboration with Chrysler, we feel
she will help us reach a wider potential consumer base since her music appeals to a wide

audience. We are not trying to market the Chrysler Crossfire as a "ladies'" or "men's" car, per
se. We are simply trying to make the Chrysler Crossfire an appealing car to multiple segments
of the car-buying population, and by doing that, we sometimes find that certain attributes of the
vehicle appeal more to certain specific car-buying groups. We are certainly not trying to alienate
any segments of the car-buying public. I apologize if you feel our advertising is doing this.
Thank you again for sharing your opinion with us. If that is so, the Crossfire might achieve a
time of 6 or less because it weighs less than the SLK. A six-speed manual is standard on both
models, with a five-speed TouchShift automanual optional. The 0-to mph sprinting ability of
either model is respectable, with the running that dash in around 7. As one would expect, the
performance of the SLK32 is thrilling, as it dispatches that performance yardstick in just 4.
Notice that the Edmunds said that the SLK has a time of 7. I saw a Crossfire on the road in
Detroit. The features I liked were: Fin that came up when the vehicle was accelerating. Nice
metallic paint. Very distinctive styling. It was a head turner. Sign In or Register to comment.
Used Chrysler Crossfire for Sale 5. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating.
Overall 5. I love everything about this car. With a Mercedes engine, the reliability that you need
is all there with long lasting parts under the hood. The bucket seats are so comfortable, you can
go for a long road trip and you won't be tired of sitting because of the extreme comfort you get.
The interior is just as nice as the exterior. It give you that luxury feel when you are driving this
car and the best part is, you won't be paying a lot of money for a Crossfire. As you can tell, I
love my car, there are some things I wish could be better. For starters, don't EVER get a flat tire
because it's gonna cost you a lot of money just to fix one tire. The tires are custom made for the
rims on the car but these are the factory ones that come with The car I bought is a white
Chrysler Crossfire. The tires are custom made for the rims on the car but these are the factory
ones that come with the car. Another thing is the gas, the way the engine is built, you must use
the most expensive gas because anything less can damage the engine and with the engine
having Mercedes parts, the repairs will cost a lot of money as well. The car is superb and you
will have a fantastic time driving it but I don't recommend it to anyone who isn't financially
stable because it will break the bank. I drove to Florida, Panama City Beach with my wife the
weekend I got the car and it was a memorable moment because it was something we have never
done before. Just pack and go out of the blue. Car runs smooth. Looks very luxurious, and the
bucket seats are extremely comfortable. Car is small and looks like a sports car but you feel
very safe inside when driving. The vehicle has expensive tires. Mark M. This car is amazing. I'm
usually a truck guy but once I got this it became my main vehicle when I didn't need to haul
stuff. It gets many compliments from people in parking lots or just random people driving by.
Has a great sound and drives like a dream. Love taking my gal out on date night in this car. It
can get crowded but it's not like I didn't know that when I bought the thing. My girl always hated
my truck and never wanted to go anywhere in it. Once I got the Crossfire it was like we were in
high school again. We would have date nights without the kids and go see movies or just drive
out in the country side and enjoy the experience. We've had a ton of great times in the car and
are planning on having a ton more in the future. It had a very good look to it. I was never once
embarrassed to be seen in it. It turns on a dime also, never had to worry about bad
maneuverability. It accelerates pretty good too. Get better than average gas mileage than my
other vehicles. Just plain fun to drive around and have adventures in. Could use a bit more
power behind it. While it accelerates pretty good it seems to struggle a bit once you get it going
at a high rate of speed. Had some trouble with the air conditioning during the hot summer but
my mechanic eventually sorted that out and its working good now. The only real time I had
trouble with it was in winter. It did not drive well in the snow at all once it started getting thick.
Had to get pulled out of some packed snowed more than once when it got really bad. Used
Chrysler Crossfire. Used Cars for Sale. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us

and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Share your vehicle reviews. Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in Chrysler. Here's your place to talk
about the upcoming Mercedes-Chrysler collaboration, the Crossfire. Read all about it here!
August It's the Chrysler convertible that was shown at the Detroit Auto Show. It was thought to
be on it's way to production for a while. Then in it was thought to have been killed during the
restructuring plan. However, carandtrucknews. However, the Crossfire is also coming, next
year. Also, let this thread be the host for anyone who just wants to comment on the Crossfire,
seeing as how an earlier one was deleted. They are 2 very different cars, IMO. The Crossfire is
smaller, V6, fixed roof, probably sportier handling. The Hemi convertible is more of a big,
relaxed cruiser, V8, convertible - a luxury car. I think there is room for both of them. Want to see
a Crossfire? Chrysler can put these guys on the road whenever they change their markings and
lower their standards to remake an outstanding car. Go see the hardtop convertable.. The
Crossfire won't cost as much as an SLK. October I was amazed that Edmunds didn't think the
Crossfire will be produced. I just received my brochure on the Crossfire from Chrysler
yesterday. I am told it will be about the size of the Audi TT only wider with hp. Why only ? That
is much less than other vehicles in its category. I hope before the mid showroom intro they will
up the H. It needs to be able to run with the Z-4, S, Z etc. Saw Crossfire at auto show in anaheim.
On rotating pedestal. Disappointed with retro interior and no DVD navigation. Otherwise I would
go for it. One less buyer. January What is Chrysler thinking? Is that a joke? Car looks like it
should be hp. My Buick Regal GS is hp. I can't wait to smoke it Even the M has more power
What is going on? Are they expecting a lighter car to make up for the lack of engine? Are we
going to get a cheap American looking interior? It is a shame for such nice lines on the outside
to cheap us on the inside. At least the corvette has power I don't get it. Whats the deal
Chrysler??? I do not know about the power, but in the pictures at Chrysler. In fact, it is at a
much higher level than the Corvette, a car I like very much. Very true. And if the Vette team
sticks the looks on the new Vette, the Crossfire will be hard to pick at the suggested price. It is a
very good looking car though. Plus, per autoweek. I wonder if they're focusing the appeal on
women, though. The only commercial I've seen for it so far is the one with the lovely, ish woman
driving and singing, so maybe it's a different target market? Could well be. I hope my wife does
not pick up on that though. I want a Crossfire for me! February I saw it last night in Providence
This one was the concept with the vertical headlights, but they had a video of a production
model. The immediate impact is 'stunning. It lasted, in each case, through about 5 or 6 viewings,
then the surprise and the charm wore off. Are there Crossfire prototypes out there making the
PR mall tour? If so, does anyone have the schedules? The Z4 has just 10 more hp and breaks in
less than 6 seconds. I'm just wondering if my golf clubs will cram into the back. This car is not a
Chevy, Honda, nor any of the cars that have massive HP along with a massive sticker. It's style,
class, and elegance. I am sure with modifications you could build up to hp but why? I think
most have forgotten the domestic market and this is Chryslers' way of saying hello again
America. And just in case you have forgot purchasing American is the true American way. But it
looks like a bat outa heck In this "free market" system, value wins the market. When the 'big 3'
offer value, they win market share. If the Crossfire needs a bigger engine, even as an option,
they'd best offer it for people who 'value'it, assuming there are enough of us, that is. As it is, if
the performance isn't there, there are some of us who will continue to be willing to pay a
premium for German, Japanese, or anyone else who can come up with a car that goes like it
looks. The Crossfire is quite German. It is built by karman in Germany on a Mercedes platform.
Yes it is German and yes it would be nice to have the HP that it's competitors produce but riddle
me this. Would you consider buying the C class Mercedes? It's nothing but an affordable Benz
for the poor. When Hyundai made it's debut in the US it was trash but look at what they have
done now. Did the Vette start with HP? It improved changed morphed if you will into what it is
today. The most important thing to remember no matter the manufacturer noone is really willing
to build an automobile with all of the capabilities it will ever have the first time out. This is just a

taste of the direction Chrysler wants to head. If buyer's buy it and demand more i am sure
Chrysler will give them more. But the man was arguing for a Chrysler American, he called it
purchase. Thanks for keeping it in perspective. The funny thing is nowadays American isn't
even American. What difference does it make? I will still order one and am sure quality and will
be the best. Just unfortunate that numbers will be limited. Now you have me hoping there will
be an AMG version. And why not? The Crossfire is a Benz with Chrysler styling. What better
Chrysler to be the first to get the AMG treatment? How about a RenneTech version. I do believe
Chrysler even though it's German has taken a step in the right direction and before you know it
you will be going to a Chrysler Jeep Dodge Benz all in on the same lot. The stacked headlights
would have been a bold step out of the general bunch see Cadillac , the split front window was
just ultra cool, and the bigger more Chrysler-like grille exuded much more power than these
standard air intakes, which you will ruin at the next steep parking garage exit. Concept v.
Welcome back to earth! It's more than expected that Chrysler will launch the Crossfire with the
base hp engine and then bump it up in the following years. Practically every car from a Neon to
a has gone through this power improvement process. I don't understand the reason for waiting.
It sounds like procrastination and just when you think they can't take it any further they will
then when will you buy. I am all for purchase now and buy again later. If you think about it if you
bought the 01 PT then you would be in line for the 04 convert. Funny how brand loyalty has
gone down the tubes. It also is what drives trade in values down. Actually, this is a good,
practical thing to do with most any car, even the Japanese. Brand loyalty? Are you a dealer?
You sound like a dealer? Dealers say things like that, along with "How do you expect me to feed
my kids with this deal? Question to you all? If Chrysler is such a bad product it certainly creates
alot of discussion. Why the heebie jeebies of a good product? And Chryslers always have a
high level of interest. Among the Big 3 they are the only auto company that is willing to take
risks. They've just never been able to engineer the parts and assemble them with reliability and
still make a profit. Second year products tend to have some of the glitches ironed out. What is
different here is that the Crossfire is built off an existing Mercedes platform by Karman in
Germany. It is kind of hard to judge the Crossfire with Chrysler perceptions when in reality it will
be more Mercedes than Chrysler. Riddle me this then. Where does Infiniti come from? Where
does Lexus come from? Where does Acura come from? Yes tis true a Mercedes with Chrysler
badging but how many other Automakers have made not of there own and worked well?
Chrysler says elegant, sophisticated, eccentric. Put it together with German engineering and
you have an awesome combo of German engineering with American inginuity. And for those
who doubt first time out Auto's. What about the Jeep Liberty. You are trying so hard to be
creative I really do not know what point you are trying to make. However, you cannot say that
Chrysler is not of Daimler the parent of Mercedes. Daimler and Chrysler merged years ago. But
to save money making it, Daimler used mainly existing Mercedes platform components.
Superficially, it looks unlike any MB. But underneath what you see, it will pretty much be an MB,
for better or worse. There really is no riddle about it. Okay let's keep it simple It's a good looking
design and it's new. The Crossfire is a thing of beauty, with a nice exterior and interior design.
With that said: hp, for 18" front wheels and 19" rear wheels is a pretty inadequate. If this car can
break , in under 8 seconds, I would be impressed. That is a great deal of inertia to overcome
with wheels that big. A V6 Camry right now will be able to give it a run for its money! They are
planning to upgrade the power of the V6 Camry next year anyway. To be sure if I understand
you correctly, your position is that even for a limited run car, the only thing the market wants is
to be able to win the stop light to stop light straight line drag race? And interior appointments,
ride, handling, and appearance count for nothing? That isn't at all what kevin said -- he's been
making the point that many of the posters have: that a car that looks fast and costs fast ought
to be fast. To answer your question: of course everything on the car counts for something and
is important. The new Z, for example, is short on interior appointments and materials, according
to many reviewers. But because it goes great and has admirable style even a little edgy , almost
all is forgiven. I wonder if the reviews would say the same thing if the Z lost in performance at
stoplights or on mountain roads to as kevin says a Camry And just so this doesn't come off as
an attack on an interesting, if unproven, new car: there will be some -- maybe many -- buyers
who won't care about the car's power or its performance and will buy it strictly on looks. And if
that's all it has the Crossfire will be known forever as a 'chick' car, and that's alright, too, but
don't expect to get a lot of applause for the car from the mostly male audience at Edmunds if it
won't do sub-6 or. So the bright guys at Edmunds prefer either a bunch of Z clones or a coupe
with great looks and appointments that is unfortunately too expensive for any of them to buy.
Explains a lot I guess. But it sure as heck does not caste my logic into any sort of suspicion. To
say that it won't be able to do in less than 8 seconds is silly. Going from 17" wheels to 18" and
19" wheels will sap a couple of horsepower at most. It's not going to add 2 seconds to

acceleration times. A Z3 at lbs with a paltry hp makes the sprint to 60 in 6. It'll be quick and will
get quicker incrementally to keep you all interested for years. That is the whole idea coming
from Chrysler. Up until recently hardly anybody had any buzz talk about Chrysler and now we
all are salivating wondering and waiting to see whats going to happen next. If so, given the
engine, perhaps there was some other gearing compromise. I sent an email to Chrysler asking
them if they were marketing the Crossfire towards women. Their response is below. Thank you
for your email regarding Chrysler's association with Celine Dion. Chrysler has teamed up with
Celine Dion because we feel she portrays a wholesome attitude and image and embodies the
family values that Chrysler tries to promote. Through her collaboration with Chrysler, we feel
she will help us reach a wider potential consumer base since her music appeals to a wide
audience. We are not trying to market the Chrysler Crossfire as a "ladies'" or "men's" car, per
se. We are simply trying to make the Chrysler Crossfire an appealing car to multiple segments
of the car-buying population, and by doi
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ng that, we sometimes find that certain attributes of the vehicle appeal more to certain specific
car-buying groups. We are certainly not trying to alienate any segments of the car-buying
public. I apologize if you feel our advertising is doing this. Thank you again for sharing your
opinion with us. If that is so, the Crossfire might achieve a time of 6 or less because it weighs
less than the SLK. A six-speed manual is standard on both models, with a five-speed TouchShift
automanual optional. The 0-to mph sprinting ability of either model is respectable, with the
running that dash in around 7. As one would expect, the performance of the SLK32 is thrilling,
as it dispatches that performance yardstick in just 4. Notice that the Edmunds said that the SLK
has a time of 7. I saw a Crossfire on the road in Detroit. The features I liked were: Fin that came
up when the vehicle was accelerating. Nice metallic paint. Very distinctive styling. It was a head
turner. Sign In or Register to comment.

